This section contains specific reference to articles and activities in the area of Sustainable Construction, which are featured in this issue of the CIB Information Bulletin.

In the section “Around the Task Groups and Working Commissions”:
- **TG39 – Deconstruction**
  Introduction of new Joint Coordinator: Abdol Chini
- **TG45 – Performance Indicators for Urban Development**
  Introducing a new Task Group and its Joint Coordinators: Peter Dale and Stephen Brown
- **W062 – Water Supply and Drainage for Buildings**
  Report of an International Symposium in September 2000 in Sao Paulo, Brazil
- **W100 – Environmental Assessment of Buildings**
  Introducing the new Coordinator: Chiel Boonstra
- **W105 – Life Time Engineering in Construction**
  Introducing a new Commission and its Coordinator: Asko Sarja
- **W106 – Geographical Information Systems**
  Introducing an new Commission and its Joint Coordinators: Svein Haagenrud and Bengt Eriksson

In the section “Reports on CIB Co-sponsored and Special CIB Events”:  
- Report of the Symposium “Construction & Environment: Theory into Practice” that took place in November 2000 in Sao Paulo, Brazil
In the section “Forthcoming Meetings”:

- TG21 – Climate data for Building Services – will have an international Conference on “Climate Change and the Built Environment” on April 8-9, 2002 in Manchester, UK

In the section “New CIB-Related Publications”:


In the section “From the CIB Encouraged Journals”:

- Sustainable Building Magazine
  Insertion of a free copy of the first issue of a new CIB Encouraged Journal